RSAC SECURITY SCHOLAR

Class of 2019 Recap
MONDAY
MARCH 4, 2019

- Icebreakers and Building Bikes for Charity
  - 80 Students
  - 38 Schools
  - 15 Bikes

- Casual Dinner at Tabletop Tap House with 2019 RSAC Security Scholars alumni

Photos of icebreakers
TUESDAY
MARCH 5, 2019

- Continental Breakfast
- Opening Keynote
- Catered lunch with expert representatives from Government, Finance, Privacy & Security, and Academia

Experts included: Dmitri Alperovitch, Alex Balan, Sandy Carielli, Chris Hoofnagle, Benjamin Jun, Ash Kulkarni, Merlin Namuth, Wendy Nather, Christopher Painter, Theresa Payton, Chris Young

Photos from lunch
TUESDAY
MARCH 5, 2019

Dinner: Students dine with top experts and distinguished RSA Conference Lifetime Achievement recipients.

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 6, 2019

- RSAC Security Scholar Poster Board Exhibition
- RSAC Security Scholar Meet Up

Photos from Poster Board Exhibition
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THURSDAY
MARCH 7, 2019

RSAC College Day Sponsor Panel: Exploring Infosec Careers

This panel explored today’s careers in information security and looked beyond at future opportunities for tomorrow. The panelists also shared insights into their own experiences and careers.

- 2019 Sponsors: Dell, Intuit, Lockheed Martin, NBCUniversal, RSA, Walmart
THURSDAY
MARCH 7, 2019

RSAC College Day Open House & Sponsor Reception

• Scholars participated in hands-on infosec interactive activities, enjoyed light refreshments, and learned about career opportunities from program sponsors.
FRIDAY
MARCH 8, 2019

Job Search 2019

• Owning Your Professional Narrative: Attendees learned tips on how to own their narrative and how to best express their strengths whether for an interview or an elevator pitch.

• Resume Tips and Review: HR representatives from leading companies reviewed resumes and provided insights and tips.
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